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Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) defined by IUCN, 59% are zoned as no-
take (NT), 22% as MPAs and 17% as MPAs with small-scale recreational

use. They range from the Great Barrier Reef in the north to the Kerguelen
Islands and South Africa in the south. Our first research objective was to

characterise these zonings and identify a subset that were clearly
misaligned with the basic protection needs of the larger marine

community. Our second objective was to show that changing conservation
priorities can alter the biology and the land-based threats to marine

systems. These objectives were pursued by: (1) characterising MPAs using
a "rule-based" analysis of the defining criteria, (2) examining MPAs that

were misaligned, and (3) developing a criterion that enabled the
characterisation of new MPAs that were aligned with the goals of the

larger community of marine animals. We found that only a third of MPAs
aligned with the basic protection needs of the marine community, the

vast majority protecting a narrow range of use categories. Likewise, only
a third of MPAs were defined in a way that recognised the need for wide-

ranging protection. We also showed that changes in conservation
priorities can alter the sets of land-based threats to marine communities,

and vice versa. Given the obvious implications for MPAs, our work
highlights the need to go beyond recognition to a more complete

approach that covers both the land and the sea, to identify conserving
MPAs that are aligned with the underlying needs of the marine

community.The Jaguars went to the Jaguars game in their own city with no
actual plans for getting there. But they wound up taking in a Jaguars
game. Like literally took in a game. The Jaguars hosted the Cleveland

Browns at EverBank Field Saturday afternoon, and the home team came
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out in a full turnout and was ready to play a game. But there was also a
fundraiser going on. The Jaguars recently relocated to Jacksonville, but
there is still a giant and very loud section of the fan base that loves the

Jags no matter where they are. So a large number of fans came out to the
game with tickets, and tried to find the best deal. Crowds
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